After the trip to the Netherlands, the thing you probably want the most is to get to your room as fast and convenient as possible. Through this photo story you can get an idea of what your arrival procedure will be like, and what to look for!

**TRANSFER FROM THE AIRPORT TO YOUR BUILDING**

In some cases your educational institution will have arranged transport from the airport to the key pick-up location. In other cases, you can take public transport. To plan your trip, check 9292.nl.

**TRAVELLING BY CAR IN THE NETHERLANDS**

Are you arriving by car? Keep in mind that not all buildings have parking facilities nearby, or only paid parking may be available. Check your building information in your DUWO account for details.

**ARRIVAL AT YOUR BUILDING**

You can easily spot the entrance to your building – upon arrival just look for the red DUWO beach flag!

**GETTING YOUR KEYS**

You will receive your keys and an envelope with useful information. Some of you will pick up the keys elsewhere before going to your building – check your arrival e-mail.

**SETTLING IN YOUR ROOM**

Your new room! It might take a little while before it is home, but for now just relax and check out your welcome package.

**GOT EVERYTHING?**

We do our very best to deliver your room in perfect condition. However, if something is missing, ask your caretaker or RA for help or contact the number on the card on your desk or counter.